SHOW A LITTLE KINDNESS

Soulman O’gaia

(G) A Gentle wind is blowing, (Wo yeah)
The sun is shining down
(G) All the riches of the earth, this sweet, sweet earth
Are here in happy town (Wo yeah)

(Bm) The pretty birds are singing
(C) Winging through the air
(Bm) Bringing to the people
(C) Lots of joy to share

(G) Children of this great land
All Sisters, all Brothers
(G) Walking hand in hand, dancing to the band
Helping one another

(Bm) Home is where we’re going
(C) It’s where we belong
(Bm) To help the seeds we’re sowing
(C) We sing this happy song (Wo yeah) (Wo yeah) (Wo yeah) (Wo yeah)

(G) Show a little kindness
(C) Show a little love
(G) Give a little of what you (C) know we’re made of
(G) With a little wonder
(C) With a little faith
(G) We can make this world a (D) better place
(C) We can make this world a (G) better place
(Bm) There's more than enough,
Enough to (C) go round
(Bm) No one need sleep hungry, (C) hungry tonight
(Bm) There's more than enough
(C) Enough to go round

We don't have to (D) argue
We don't have to (D) fight!
We don't have to (D) angry
We can see the (D) light!

(G) Show a little kindness
(C) Show a little love

(G) Give a little of what you (C) know we're made of
(G) With a little wonder
(C) With a little faith

(G) We can make this world a (D) better place
(C) We can make this world a (G) better place

(G) Show a little kindness     (Wo yeah)
(G) Give a little love     (Wo yeah)
(C) Show a little kindness     (Wo yeah)
(G) Give a little love     (Wo yeah)
(D) Show a little kindness     (Wo yeah)
(C) Give a little love     (Wo yeah)
(G) Show a little kindness
(G) Give a little love